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By Jen Swann Downey

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky. Paperback. Condition: New. 384 pages. Dimensions: 0.0in. x 0.0in. x
0.0in.Just a little story about your average sword-swinging, karate-chopping, crime-fighting ninja
librarians. Downey shows a rare gift for crafting scrambles so madcap that its hard to turn the
pages fast enough to keep up. Kirkus Starred Review An Overdue Library Book Can Change Your
Life. (So Can a Pet Mongoose. ) When Dorrie and her brother Marcus chase Moean unusually foul-
tempered mongooseinto the janitors closet of their local library, they make an astonishing
discovery: the headquarters of a secret society of ninja librarians. Their mission: protect those
whose words get them into trouble, anywhere in the world and at any time in history. Petrarchs
Library is an amazing, jumbled, time-traveling secret base that can dock anywhere theres trouble,
like the Spanish Inquisition, or ancient Greece, or. . . Passaic, New Jersey. Dorrie would love nothing
more than to join the society, fighting injustice with a real sword! But when a traitor surfaces, she
and Marcus are prime suspects. Can they clear their names before the only passage back to the
twenty-first century closes forever This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN....
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Its been designed in an remarkably simple way
and it is only after i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ms. Julie Huels-- Ms. Julie Huels

This publication is indeed gripping and interesting. It is rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am just happy to inform you that this is the very best
publication i actually have go through during my individual existence and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Lela  V onRueden-- Miss Lela  V onRueden
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